Through a serendipitous meeting at a festival in Peru in 2014, American flutist Christie Beard and Brazilian guitarist Daniel Wolff became fast friends which naturally led them to share the stage together. Building off the success of their individual solo careers, Christie and Daniel are enthusiastically pursuing a regular performance schedule for their Duo, and the pair enthusiastically enjoys exploring both old and new works for flute and guitar and sharing their impassioned musical chemistry with audiences around the globe.

Christine Erlander Beard enjoys an active international solo career throughout North and South America and Europe. Hailed for her creative recital programming and “great expressive tone and range,” Christie strives to showcase 21st c. music with a focus on American composers. A performing artist for Sankyo Flutes, Beard is Professor of Flute at the University of Nebraska at Omaha and serves the National Flute Association as a contributing editor to the NFA’s journal, The Flutist Quarterly, and as a member of the NFA’s Piccolo Committee. www.christiebeard.com.
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